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BOB BROWN ON IDEOLOGIES 

(From his Facebook Timeline) 

This is the full update of the discourse on Comrade Bob 

Brown’s timeline as the time of this update. In our previous 

publication we undertake minimal editing to correct obvious 

typographical errors. It appears that that does not go down 

well with Comrade Brown. For that reason, in this update we 

maintain the discourse in its pristine state.  

Secondly, we take notice of Comrade Brown’s objection that 

our publication infringes on his intellectual property rights 

(See below). We explain that our action is inspired by the 

need to comprehensively inform readers on our timeline on 

the discourse. Since we are not tagged in the original post the 

subsequent reactions do not appear there. 

We think that by merely ‘sharing’ Comrade Brown’s post 

(which ‘sharing’ is a legal act on Facebook timelines) we deny 

our readers – especially those who are not on his timeline – 

the opportunity to read those reactions. Hence, we send a 

message to him to tag our timeline to enable our access to the 

full discourse. He receives it without a reply. 

As such, we are compelled to render the discourse in this PDF 

form while directing our readers to it on our blog, that is, 

www.consciencism.wordpress.com. It is our hope that given 

his decades of experience in the historical Pan-African 

struggle he allows this free spread of his ideas and reactions 

to them by any non-commercial means such as ours. It helps. 

Please, go on to read this discourse that captures the 

dialectical moment. 

And let’s Remain Focused, Determined and Bold! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.consciencism.wordpress.com/
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Bob Brown 

27 December at 16:03 ·  

Chris Sankara: For the A-APRP (GC), Pan-Africanism and 

socialism are socio-economic and political objectives and 

movements; not ideologies or philosophies. Their are many 

conflicting and competing ideologies and philosophies 

within each movement, some revolutionary, radical, 

reformist or counter-revolutionary. For example, the 

socialist movement includes Marxists, Marxists, Leninists, 

Stalinists, Trotskists, etc. Pan-Africanism includes 

Nkrumahism-toureism, Sobukweism, etc., ...etc. Moscow 

and Peking sought to impose their ideology on the African 

Revolution; but that has failed. Each people create their own 

culture, and make their own contribution to philosophy and 

ideology. Capitalism can and did create "full employment," 

under slavery; and slaves in the united snakes were treated 

much better (food, shelter, clothing, etc.) that enslaved 

Africans in the rest of the world. That is why 500,000 Africans 

trafficked into the united states from 1513 to 1807, when the 

slave trade was officially ended, multiplied to 4,000,000 by 

1865. Many African are equipped with skills and counter-

revolutionary ideologies and philosophies, which they use 

to enrich their masters and themselves; and help oppress 

the masses of the people. Nkrumah suggests that true 

revolutionaries are men and women who act as men of 

thought, and think as men and women of action. Thought 

without action is empty and action with thought is blind.Of 

course he means revolutionary though and action. There are 

toooo many Africans pretending to be revolutionary and 

Pan-Africanist; but, they are not. They are confused at best, 

or wolves in sheep clothing. The Pan-African movement is 

wracked with ideological and organizational chaos and 

confusion. Chaos and confusion are enemies of the 

revolution. Long Live Nkrumahism-Toureism and 

Sobukweism! Stay Strong! 

Top of Form 

Like · · Share 

Bob Brown, Kwasi Adarkwa and 24 others like this. 

7 shares 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923
https://www.facebook.com/chris.sankara
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/ajax/sharer/?s=22&appid=25554907596&id=10152879262550923&p%5B0%5D=685195922&p%5B1%5D=10152879262550923&share_source_type=unknown
https://www.facebook.com/paroots
https://www.facebook.com/kadarkwa
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879262550923&actorid=685195922
https://www.facebook.com/shares/view?id=10152879262550923
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=nf
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Remove 

Vusi Oldman Mahlangu: Greetings Cde Bob Brown.... 

 

I partly agree with you post but I however differ with the 

AAPRP ideological conceptualization of the so called 

"Nkrumahist-Toureist- Sobukweism" or something of that 

extent... Its as unscientific as the so called "Marxist-

Leninism", it produces a dogma in Science of Pan 

Africanism... I suggest that we refrain from naming scientific 

ideology after names of our martyrs for it is tantamount to 

"cultism".... As a result we lose the ball fighting over a 

bone... Pan Africanist, we are and we should remain. 

27 December at 16:27 · Edited · Like · 3 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Comrade Bob, did l just read your text, 

"Capitalism can, and did create 'full employment,' under 

slavery; and slaves in the United Snakes were treated much 

better (food, shelter, clothing, etc) that[n] enslaved Africans 

in the rest of the world."?  

l need to clarify if you really mean this. Or is it a genuine 

authorial mistake? My reason for asking this question is to 

restore historical accuracy. To stop your apparent 

romanticisation of American Plantation Slavery.  

Enslaved Africans were variously sold, exchanged on slave 

blocks as implements, cattle, mule, donkeys, hog, and other 

means of production, by Plutocrats. This happened 

throughout the Caribbean, US, South America and Africa. 

Africans were not treated any better than animals. They 

were cheap and expendable. 100s of thousands of them 

were thrown overboard, when the capitalist world prices in 

Africans slumped, for insurance money. It was in the interest 

of Plutocrats to keep their production costs down, by 

underfeeding Africans (their constant diet was, corn mixed 

with sugar, and corn or wheat with salted pork entails, if 

lucky). The premium life-span was 32 years!! 

Therefore, if the above statement is not an error, l find it 

historically revisionist, and will ask you to correct it. 

https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879291940923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879291940923
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
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Ps: ref. to following books: Slaves who Abolished Slavery, 

John Hart; How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Walter 

Rodney. Also in his seminal book, Capitalism and Slavery, 

first President of Trinidad & Tobago, Eric Williams, provides 

actual copies of log books from a broad spread of 

plantations, showing actual social-economic breakdowns of 

the violent lives of enslaved Africans. 

Regards. 

27 December at 18:05 · Edited · Like · 3 

 

Remove 

Vusi Oldman Mahlangu Thanks Comrade Koffi for spitting 

out... Izwe lethu! 

27 December at 18:05 · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako The ideology vs praxis debate between purist 

Marxists vs Nkrumaist, Pan-Africanists, that has been waged 

fiercely on FB these few months, have been counter 

productive - ineffective. They have driven away far more 

potential revolutionary youth than can be fathomed.  

The debates have been counter productive for these 

reasons:  

 

1) Repetitive arguments all revolving around what a German 

Jewish thinker in the the 19th C may or mayn't have said 

about certain economic projections on nascent capitalism 

and its impending woes. 

2) laborious mathematicalisation of Dr. Kwame Nkrumah's 

Consciencism; 3) egotist intellectualism that resided in 

repackaging, regurgitation of earlier arguments; 4) berating 

levels of factual distortions on both sides, laced with massive 

doses of mutual insults; 

5) the malevolent debate has left its mark. Both side now 

cloud their analysis. They appear to continue the inchoate 

debate by allowing their ideological biases to cloud the 

need to focus on facts, and dispassionate reasoning. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879470250923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879470250923
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879478320923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879478320923
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
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6) obscurantist, bamboozling narratives which have not 

clarified anything one jot! The youth must be even more 

confused about the issues at discourse than they were prior 

to the protagonisms. 

NANIAMA!! 

27 December at 18:41 · Edited · Like · 3 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: My facts are not an error, and I do not 

retract them. English is not my language, and I apologize for 

my misuse of words, and any confusion they may cause. I am 

dealing with cold-blooded numbers. Ten million plus 

enslaved Africans were landed alive in the Americas; 

500,000 in the British, 

27 December at 18:38 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bongani Nyakale Nyakale Following 

27 December at 18:42 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: My facts are not an error, and I do not 

retract them. English is not my language, and I apologize for 

my misuse of words, and any confusion they may cause. I am 

dealing with cold-blooded numbers. Ten million plus 

enslaved Africans were landed alive in the Americas; 

500,000 in the British, French and Spanish colonies of the 

United States. The enslaved population increased 8 fold 

between 1807 and 1865 in the US to 4,000, 000 people 

through mass breeding and rape, and the internal slave 

trade. If the other 9.5 million enslaved African in the 

Caribbean, Central and South America had increased at the 

same rate, their would have been , but the rate of deaths was 

much higher.. There mas mass breeding and rape there as 

wellIf the 10,000 million were were transported into Asia had 

increased there would have been 80 million there. How do 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879553475923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879553475923
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879558980923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/bonganinyakale.nyakale.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879565600923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/bonganinyakale.nyakale.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
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you account for this discrepancy in numbers. I did not say 

that slavery was benevolent or benign anywhere 

27 December at 18:45 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown continued .... If the other 9.5 million had 

increased at the same rate, there would have been 80 

million there in 1865. 

27 December at 18:47 · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Comrade Bob, my criticisms are specific above. 

What do you say about my charge that you romanticise the 

treatment of enslaved Africans in the US, compared to the 

rest of the world? That is the issue now. If your "facts" are no 

error, then do what people in America do (where you were 

born. l was born in Africa. You were born in America into 

English language, abi?) when they engage in public 

discourse: show full references for your assertion, like l have 

provided mine. 

27 December at 18:54 · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown continued ... If the 9.5 million enslaved in the 

Southern part of the Americas had increased at the same 

rate, their would have been 80 million there in 1865. There 

was not, especially in Brazil. the external slave traffic 

continued in Brazil until 1898, yet the population did not 

increase at the same rate. How do you account for that? If the 

10 million who werer trafficked to Asia had increase as well, 

there would have been 80 million in Asia in 1865. How do 

you acount for that massive loss of life? The cold-blooded 

numbers speak for themselves. No disrespect to any of our 

many scholars. I read and count number also. I presented 

these and other facts in a state and federal lawsuit in 

Chicago demanding the release of all of the slavery era 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879571060923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879573075923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879573075923
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879573970923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
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records, as a condition for Chicago to win the Olympic Bid, 

including the slavery era rape and pedophilia files of the 

Catholic church. I know how brutal slavery, colonialism and 

neo-colonialism was and is; but my facts are correct. Stay 

Strong! 

27 December at 18:52 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Romanticism and revisionism is your issue; not 

mine. It is your obligation to prov e my romanticism. It is not 

may obligation to confirm or deny it. Do your own work. I 

speak about the facts, nothing else. Many of these numbers 

were not available at the time these scholars conducted their 

research; and yes I have read them, and hundreds of other 

books on the subject. I am even in the process of 

downloading over 10,000 dissertations and thesis on 

slavery, which I have access to for free. I accept many of 

your conclusions. why do you have a problem accepting the 

statistical facts? Stay Strong! 

27 December at 18:58 · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako You all see what l meant by obscurantist, 

repetitions? I rest my case. I am out of here. 

27 December at 18:58 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown You have no case. Wish you well! Stay Strong! 

27 December at 18:59 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Here is the link to a US government document 

written in 1864 titled, Final report of the American 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879581745923&offset=50&total_comments=65
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879589105923&offset=50&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879589325923&offset=50&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879591010923&offset=50&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
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Freedmen's Inquiry Commission to the Secretary of War. It 

was written for the US Department of War. You will find the 

facts here. There are other documents that I have access to 

as well. I have done my research, and am doing more Stay 

Strong! http://civilwarhome.com/commissionreport.htm 

Final Report of the American Freedmen's Inquiry 

Commission 

        Praying reference to our preliminary report heretofore 

made, we have now the honor to submit to you the final 

report of our Commission. Observations on portions of the 

country which had not been visited at the date of our former 

report, and on the free colored population of Canada We… 

civilwarhome.com 

27 December at 19:04 · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Simply provide book references which prove 

enslaved Africans in America were better treated. The 

question of numbers is new to me. I have not questioned 

numbers. I have questioned the superlatively better 

treatment you accord African Americans. Unless you are 

arguing that numbers caused the better treatment of 

Africans in American Plantation Slavery, l see no relevance 

in you bringing it up. Besides, you provide not a single 

bibliography for your "facts". 

27 December at 19:06 · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Vusi: I understand, but disagree with your 

position. I am an Nkrumahist -Touriest, who has profound 

respect for Sobukwe, and others. Stay Strong! 

27 December at 19:05 · Like · 2 

 

 

http://civilwarhome.com/commissionreport.htm
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fcivilwarhome.com%2Fcommissionreport.htm&h=6AQHsdVZ0&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fcivilwarhome.com%2Fcommissionreport.htm&h=6AQHsdVZ0&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879597255923&offset=50&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879598745923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879599545923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879599545923
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
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Remove 

Kofi Nyaako I am disappointed how you've frivolised this 

reasonable question, Cmr Brown. 

27 December at 19:09 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: Again, I am not interested in comparing 

murder, rape and enslavement. I born in the united snakes, 

but not an American. I have and continue to fight the US 

goverment: No compromise, No Surrender. I stated a simple 

numerical fact. If you do not accept my explanation, then 

you explain the population increase. You have some facts; so 

that argument in finished. I thought you were out of here. 

Welcome back. I got to go! Stay Strong. 

27 December at 19:09 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: Your disappointment is your problem not 

mine. I do not see through your eyes or glasses. I am not 

here to entertain or please you. I search for facts; and I 

interpret them myself, using my analytical tools. Like all 

human beings, I make mistakes; and. struggle to recognize 

and correct them. I have not made a mistake here. Enjoy 

reading the document, written by US slave masters. Stay 

Strong! 

27 December at 19:13 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: One last point. This is my Facebook page, 

not yours. I post on my page subjects that are of interest to 

me. If anyone does not agree with them, or think they are a 

waste of time; then you are free to leave my page. You will 

never decide its content. Stay Strong! 

https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879605740923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879606070923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879613250923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
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27 December at 19:18 · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Vusi Oldman Mahlangu Cde Bob, your response is not only 

unfair but also unscientific... following your logic maybe I 

easily declare myself a "Sobukweist-KwameTureist-

BobBrowinist on a John Trimble tought".... Just imagine how 

ridiculous will that sound? 

27 December at 19:20 · Like · 2 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Vusi: You can declare yourself what ever you 

want. I have declared myself an Nkrumahist-Toureist, not a 

Mahlanguist. I have tremendous respect for Kwame Ture, 

inherit and continue his work, but I am not a Tureist. I 

continue my work as well! I do not agree with your thought, 

and have no intention of changing mine. Again, Stay Strong! 

27 December at 19:24 · Like · 2 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Now you say. Eric Williams, John Hart and 

Walter Rodney are "US slave masters"? Another own-goal!! 

27 December at 19:31 · Like 

 

Remove 

Vusi Oldman Mahlangu Well Cde Bob, thanks for an 

interesting discussion. I remain a revolutionary Pan 

Africanist, and understanding Pan Africanism to mean total 

liberation and unification of Africa on Scientific Socialism... 

As for ideology named after our revolutionary martyrs, I am 

not in.... I think its time we outgrow your unscientific and 

dogmatic logic of naming ideology after our revolutionaries 

heroes, for it is tantamount to nothing but "cultism" thus 

counter productive. Viva, Pan Africanism, Viva. 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879620370923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879620370923
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879623310923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879623310923
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879628380923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/browse/likes?id=10152879628380923
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879640020923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/brakofi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
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27 December at 19:42 · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Kodisang Mpho what is marxism ? 

27 December at 19:53 · Like 

 

Remove 

Vusi Oldman Mahlangu To quickly reply to you Cde Bokaba, 

there is no such thing called Marxism.... 

27 December at 19:56 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: Stop the confusion! I said that the authors of 

the Freedman's Bureau Report which I gave the link to are 

US slave masters, not Walter Rodney. I have respect for Eric 

Williams scholarship, but not his politics. He world for US 

and British imperialism. Stay Strong! 

27 December at 21:08 · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Vusi: Vusi; There is a thing called Marxism; and 

at one point it had more adherents worldwide (Asia, Europe, 

the Americas and Oceania), and might still do, than 

liberalism and neo-liberalism, conservatism and nazism. 

Because you do not agree with it does mean it does not exist. 

It is the height of idealism to think or wish so. Stay Strong! 

27 December at 21:09 · Like 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879658355923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/kodisang.mpho.5?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879677320923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/vemahlangu?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879680925923&offset=0&total_comments=64
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/paroots/posts/10152879262550923?comment_id=10152879800525923&offset=0&total_comments=64
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Remove 

Chris Sankara My Fellow Beloved Africanist I Dont See What 

Is The Problem Is If One Says I am Nkrumahist , Tuereist, 

Sobukweist Or Garveyist I Personally Dont See What Is The 

Problem There Is No Contradiction At All. All Those Great 

People Were Pan Africanist That What It Matters, Saying I am 

A Nkrumahist Means I Believe In Nkruma Ideas Saying I am 

A Sobukweist It Means I Believe In Sobukwe Ideas Of Which 

Those Ideas Are All Pan Africanist In Orientation. We Know 

For A Fact That There Are People Who Claim To Be Marxist 

Or Leninist Whom Are Not African Or Africanist. So I Dont 

For See Whats Wrong With One Of Our Own To Call 

Themselves A Nkrumahist, Subukweist, Garveyist Or Etc, Plz 

Comrades Lets Not Make None Issues As Issues. What We 

Need To Talk About Is How To Make Those Ideas A Reality. 

28 December at 07:34 · Edited · Like · 3 

Bottom of Form 

 

Remove 

Lang Nubuor: Following. 

Bottom of Form 

28 December at 07:30 · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Compatriots, Comrades, 

(Ps. tap the links to read the full horror of, The European 

Plantation Slavery in America).  

What l am simply saying is this: all enslaved Africans in the 

US, Caribbean islands, South America, and even continental 

Africa, were equally treated extremely harshly. Their hands 

were chopped off if they stole; their feet were chopped off if 

they attempted to escape; they were routinely whipped with 

metal tipped buck leather whip; both men abd women were 
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routinely rapped; they were even hung as punitive example 

to others to curtail attempted rebellions.  

This is the only point l have persisted in making here. I have 

not questioned numbers of enslaved Africans, nor seen the 

relevance of this red herring in satisfactorily answering my 

reasoned criticism, that Crd. Bob Brown appears to down-

play the maltreatment of US based enslaved Africans, in 

saying they were better treated.  

Saying all this, l accept Crd. Brown's tentative apology, "l 

apologise for my misuse of words and any confution they 

may have caused." lt is most gracious of you comrade. 

Respect due. However, l only refer to that part of your 

mistake that says enslaved Africans in America were better 

treated. Nothing more. 

l have immense respect for your consistent revolutionary 

work among Africans in the American Diaspora. Your record 

as Chairperson of the BPP, Chicago, is inspirational. You are 

a one-and-only when it comes to radical social mobilisation, 

l stand up for you. But l am a social-political critic: a 

contrarian who must critique what needs critiquing. I do so 

through discourse - reasoning and dispassion.  

Note l recently successfully interrogated Olusola and Lang 

Nubour (who is poised on this platform waiting to intervene!) 

over their misrepresentation of both Akili and you. I 

defended the centrality of Africans in the Diaspora to the 

Pan-African Project (check that thread). 

We love your revolutionary inpute. Africa Must Unite! 

 

Regards. 

http://www.salon.com/writer/edward_e_baptist/ 

28 December at 11:40 · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Richard Hart, Slaves Who Abolished Slavery  

www.brh.org.uk/articles/slaves.html 

28 December at 12:08 · Edited · Like · 1 
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Remove 

Kofi Nyaako http://www.brh.org.uk/archive_articles.html 

28 December at 11:55 · Like 

 

Remove 

Calvin Lanier Africans in the Diaspora have fought harder 

for Pan Africanist than Continental Africans. AFTER Nkrumah 

AND SEKOU Toure the push for unity died.The current AU is 

a front for finance capital. I see very few Africans at home 

seeking unity with us in the diaspora.They come to America 

and disassociate themselves from us. We name our children 

African names while they push their European names and 

have the nerve to pretend to be more African than us. 

28 December at 15:17 · Like 

 

Remove 

Kobla Dorkenoo We should be careful not to 

generalize@Calvin 

Yesterday at 11:11 · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi Nyako: Thanks for posting information re 

Richard Hart's books about the African role in the "abolition 

of slavery." Stay Strong! 

19 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Calvin Lanier: As an African born in the 

Diaspora; I respectfully disagree with your statement that 

"Africans in the Diaspora have fought harder for Pan-
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Africanism than Continental Africans." It needs to be 

qualified. Yes we fought hard for it; but that does not mean 

that we are the only Africans who fought for it; or fought 

harder. At the risk of provoke more discussion and 

denounciation, that is like saying "the origin of humanity was 

mono-nuclear and mono-genetic, and that all of humanity, 

including the Irish and the Indigenous Peoples of the 

Western Hemisphere are African, and have a right to the 

land. Imagine if that were true Kofi Nyako and millions of 

Irish and Indigenous marched on your doorstep demanding 

"The Land;" and reparations from Azanian gold fields 

compounded retroactively for 6 million years. Nkrumah 

spoke about dis-honest intellectuals. Woodson spoke about 

the crisis of the negro intellectual. Damn the 30-second 

sound bytes and shameless self promotion. I do not have the 

truth. I seek it. And those who have it, have not set us free! 

Stay Strong! 

19 hrs · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Cmr. Brown, my name is Kofi Nyaako. I do not 

quite get your implication of my name in your analogy 

above. Suffice it to say, l accept and thank you for 

acknowledging the above-mentioned bibliographic 

references. Regards. 

19 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi Nyaako: I know your name, but not you. I 

addressed you specifically, in my response to your email. I 

addressed a number of emails in one; as I do not have the 

time or the will to "piss on the trees' one by one. I am 

concerned about the forest. I thanked you for sharing your 

list of books on my website, that responded to your concern. 

I will ask you for my commission, regarding your potential 

sales later. Just a joke, serious though. Much respect! Stay 

Strong! 

19 hrs · Like 
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Remove 

Malik Sekou I am not the best person to explain anything on 

Facebook. This discussion would be best face to face. But 

since we are communicating as one big political family. I am 

leaning on Bob's side. Putting aside minor English issues, I 

thought Bob was simply stating that capitalism can provide 

full employment through chattel slavery and in the US 

experience it had the capacity to provide more (than other 

capitalist accumulation of surplus capital I add). That 

comment was not to praise US capitalism or to show that 

chattel slavery in the US context was "better." I know Bob's 

perspective enough to know that his reference was never 

meant to suggest that Africans in the US was and is better off 

than any Africans anywhere. To suggest he is saying that is 

absurd and everyone who has struggled with him would 

laugh at that suggestion. It seems that a few of those reading 

his statement interpret that to be some kind of praise of 

slavery in the US context. Bob should not have to explain 

anything other than what he stated and I cannot tell him or 

anyone else what to write and think. To see the excessive 

comments on the issue means the communication went the 

wrong direction. For the sake of adding a positive input I will 

indicate that in "Black Reconstruction" by WEB Dubois, the 

historical facts of the expansion of chattel slavery mainly in 

the "slave" states allowed the creation of a reactionary 

plantation class that encouraged the rapid expansion of 

chattel slavery. Due to genocide against the Indigenous 

people and the vast natural resources of the land that the 

initial "American Republic" acquired after seizing more 

land, Africans rapidly expanded. This means the planters 

class encouraged the natural reproduction by coercion and 

some plantations were known just for that. There are tons of 

works that support this. In fact, the white supremacists in the 

US twist this history to imply that the expansion occurred 

without exploitation. Bob mentioned this expansion 

occurred by taking French and Spanish colonial areas. I will 

expand to add "the Louisiana Purchase", Florida, and half of 

Mexico. These land theft gave the US more than 1 million 

square miles of land! As an African born and raised in the 

Caribbean, there is no debate that chattel slavery varied in 

intensity island by island, country by country. In "Black 

Jacobins" by CLR James, it was explained in details that the 

African population in Haiti (San Domingue) was so severely 

oppressed by starvation and disease that the African born 

https://www.facebook.com/malik.sekou?fref=ufi
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population was higher than the Africans born in the 

Caribbean. The same can be said of the islands I live in--the 

Virgin Islands that were once the Danish West Indies (1671-

1917). The African populations in St John and St Croix were 

so exploited in the earlier stages of chattel slavery that the 

African born population was high. And for the information of 

all, most of these Africans were born in Ghana since the 

Danes held slave "factories" on the then "Gold Coast." Only 

after 1795, did the Danes begin to engage in amelioration in 

the then Danish West Indies. This is not to say that chattel 

slavery was not oppression; my forefathers led a successful 

revolt in 1848 in St Croix to free themselves. For the benefit 

of others who seek more information, Dr Hilary Beckles has 

done some good work showing that in the Caribbean, 

especially former British Caribbean colonies during slavery, 

chattel slavery was worst than other areas. His insight is that 

the massive accumulation of capital in the Caribbean is due 

to the extreme exploitation that Africans suffered. Of course, 

objective conditions like size of island or society, nature of 

cash crop production, available space to grow food, and 

other basic necessities mean that hurricanes, droughts, and 

other natural disasters led to mass starvation. Again Bob can 

defend himself but I believe it is useful to inform all that 

PanAfricanism is by definition an intercontinental political 

reality and the Diaspora is vast. Lastly, it may or may not be 

useful to fight over labels if we are all in consensus on the 

fundamental principles, but in the Caribbean and Latin 

America, we had better learn the differences between left 

and right, degrees of left, Marxism, Leninism, Garveyism, 

etc, Many of our setbacks like the New Jewel 

Movement/NJM in Grenada were tied to confusion over 

ideology. In fact, in the present Reparation Movement in the 

Caribbean, there is a level of diversity in the positive sense 

but confusion in the negative sense when it comes to 

ideology and philosophy. Nothing I just wrote is meant to 

"diss" anyone. 

18 hrs · Like · 2 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Bob, you know my name now. You also know 

me personally. Age is catching up with you. 'Nof respec'. 

18 hrs · Like 
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Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: Yes, age is catching up to me, and I earned 

every grey hair, even if no one truly respects me, unless I 

regurgitate their bull shit. My mass work is also catching up 

to me; and the internet compounds my problem. Where did 

I meet you? What was your name if not Kofi Nyaako? No 

disrespect, but I do not "know" you, which is good, because 

we perhaps have now personal baggage. There are 1.5 

billion African in the world. I do not know or speak for them. 

I have met tens of thousands; but only remember the best 

and the worst, the ones I worked with and the ones who 

attacked me. How old are you? If not 66, email me when you 

make it, if you remember. Where are you living now? What 

are you doing, and with whom/what? I have declared my 

ideological beliefs, what are yours? Do you define 

disagreement with the attempt to impose Marxism, and its 

variants, as disrespect? Stay Strong! 

18 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Cmr. Malik Sekou, l stated from the onset that 

Cmr. Bob may have been visited by the Printer's Devil. It 

was his intransigence evidencing the, Final Report of the 

American Freedmen's Enquiry Commission, as the source of 

his contending assertion (a document authored by the very 

slave owning plutocracy whom we were antagonistic) that 

raised the discursive bar.  

Note, l asked him to clarify the error, knowing our senior 

comrade will never advantage the slavery plutocracy in 

discourse. He acknowledged a mistake was made. l 

accepted it. Also, you address some material issues, in your 

contribution above, which attest the similarities in 

oppression of enslaved Africans across the Caribbean, 

North and South America. We are all singing from the same 

hymn-sheet. 

 

Yes, we aught to have in-depth discourse in camera. I am 

satisfied with the outcome of this thread of discourse. lt has 

fractionally elevated our collective appreciation of the 

https://www.facebook.com/paroots?fref=ufi
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sordid issue of European Plantation Slavery, as the basis of 

capital accumulation and industrial development of today's 

industrially preeminent West. 

Regards. 

17 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi: Stop the lies. I made no error in the point 

about excess deaths and my comparative discussion about 

why 50,000 multiplied to 4,5000 and 10,000,000 did not 

multiply into 90,000,000, except the possibilility that I do not 

know or give a damn about the Queen's english. You can not 

acknowledge what was not made. You are intellectually 

dishonest! I do not sing from your hymn book; and I do not 

share your belief in devils or angels; and I am not limited to 

your sources or your discourse. Stay Strong. 

17 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown You asked me for sources. I sent you a document, 

acknowleding it slave source. You suggested that I dissed 

Walter Rodney. I expressed my profound respect. You have 

not apologized for this error, conscious or not, You perhaps 

do not understand not acknowledge the different areas of 

Rodney's and my research. You perhaps suggest that I am 

am not qualified or obligated to conduct my own research 

and add to his. WHAT ARROGANCE! Why do we need 

teachers, if the do not produce students who outgrow 

teachers; and produce no research of their own. We perhaps 

will meet somewhere, someday. Stay Strong! 

17 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Now, now Cmr. You joked about receiving your 

commission, l joked about your age (although my daughter 

didn't think you were that old). I was being tongue-in-cheek. 
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Besides, l thought we have resolved our argument? I hold no 

grudges. 

 

You misread me. I have no Marxist agenda. I am Nkrumaist, 

Pan Africanist in struggle; and a Marxist, Socialist when it 

comes to erecting an economic system which is better 

attuned to addressing the myriad social and economic 

issues which oppress the 90% abject poor Africans in this 

cynical world that kowtow's to the current neocon, Breton 

Woods economic hegemony, imposed by the west on our 

people. 

 

l have given you a clue. But you will be very surprised when 

l finally reveal who l am to you. I am actually a fan of yours, 

beyond discourse. 

Stay peacefully blessed. 

Regards  

 

How can a person who is devoted to rigorous discourse be 

ideologically Marxist? 

17 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown I am 66 years old, and have worked full-time with 

low pay and no pay for the movement for 51 years. I do not 

know you, and therefore have no personal relationship with 

you---good or bad. I am an Nkrumahist-Toureist. There are 

untold versions of what this is inside and whether it even 

exists. Not as many differences as their are between 

Europeans re Marx. Enough said about its universalism. No 

we have not resolved our disagreements. If you think so, 

then you really do not know what they are. A face-to-face 

will honestly not give us enough time to resolve them. Say hi 

to your daughter / my niece. Could question. Let me ask 

another: at what point does a revolutionary, African 

"philosophy student" outgrow his Marxist teachers and 

develop a new ideology called Nkrumahism, which 

Nkrumah announced in 1961n at Winneba. My fellow 

Nkrumahist, permit me to refer you to page 3 of 

Concienscism: "a colonial student does not by origin belong 

to the intellectual history in which the university professors 

are such impressive landmarks" I do not belong to the 
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intellectual tradition of Hegel or Feurback. Forgive my 

arrogance for saying so. I am not a "black american" and do 

not pretend to speak for them. They helped elect and pay 

Obama's salary; and he sends drones, guns and soldiers to 

Africa. Please be clear on who the real enemy is! Stay Strong 

17 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi Bob Brownis one arrogant wanna be a 

revolutionary...Kwame Ture never handed the baton you 

him..from his actions, and writings..that's impossible...I wish 

him luck...somewhere else...here we can see the "black 

Messiah" clearly...he can't rewrite class struggle...there are 

many in AAPRP...better than Bob... 

17 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako This is an unconditional apology to my favorite 

comrade, Bob Brown.  

Comrade l earnestly misunderstood when you said, "Enjoy 

reading the document, written by US slave masters". I had 

quoted three documents prior to your reference. I though 

you were referring to mine. It is a genuine mistake. I regret 

my comments. It will not happen again.  

Now l need a righteous revolutionary bear-hug.  

Power to the people. Africa Must Unite!! 

16 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Lang Nubor: I did not give you permission to 

publish my intellectual property on your pages. You asked 

me to tag this unedited so you could do so. I told you that I 

"would try." "Try" is not "yes." You did not give me time to 

discuss this with the A-APRP (GC). They disagree! I ama 
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responsible to them, not you. Please, take my shit down; 

immediately. Stay Strong! 

16 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown I understood the mistake. I was not referring to 

your documents or authors. Honestly, we were not even 

talking about the same subjects. I was talking about excess 

mortality; struggling to compare the mortality rate of 

Africans in different countries around the world; and access 

the multiplicity of causes. You demanded documentation, I 

assumed about the issue I was raising. I quickly found that 

one, and admittedly questioned it; as it was written by slave 

masters. You made it aqppear that I was attacking Walter 

Rodey and his scholarship. How is that possible, since we 

were not even researching the same thing. Richard Hart 

wrote about the role that 

16 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Africans played in their liberation. Again, that 

was not what I was talking about. Even you will admit that 

capitalism and socialism takes different forms in different 

countries at different times. Even you will admit that Africans 

in the united snakes are "m,ore priviledged" than African in 

Liberia. That does not mean that we are not enslaved, or that 

we are not struggling against our conditions. African youth 

are being murdered in the streets of more than 225 

countries around the world. You here of Ferguson simply 

because US imperialism owns and controls the media, from 

news to hip hop. I believe that all lives are valuable. I do not 

however believe that an African murdered and imprisoned 

in the united snakes is more worthy of support than one in 

Azania. I do not pretend or seek to speak for them. Do not 

stereotype all Africans born or living in the united snakes; 

and I will not stereotype all Africans born in Nigeria. Stay 

Strong! 

16 hrs · Like 
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Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Comrade, l have maintained deep respect to 

you throughout our discourse. I have rehashed my criticism 

throughout this discourse. That we were talking about two 

different issues couldn't have been made clearer. I have 

contextualised the Walter Rodney misunderstanding. I have 

apologised unreservedly. Could we now draw a line under 

this? 

16 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako I think it is possible to be varously an 

Nkrumaist, Pan-Africanist and Marxist. This political 

eclecticism is precisely what one needs to formulate 

intellectual strategies to the many philosophical, political, 

"racial/species", and economic challenges which confront 

the overall development of African people. 

The reason why various tendencies have crept up within our 

political movement, is because of deep, rigid, robotic, 

intellectually inchoate grasp of the deeper sense, and 

interconnectivities of our political perceptions. 

My comment somewhere above, where l briefly analyse the 

protagonisms which bewail us, problematise our collective 

inability to bridge our differences. This is the crux of the 

apparent fragmentation of our African revolutionary 

struggles. 

 

How is this expressed? In many ways. The Marxists among 

us (Lang Nubuor, Olusola Fewehinmi - and lukewarmly, 

Explo Nani-Kofi, etc) articulate a purist (ideological) version 

of Marxism that rejects any attempt at textual revisionism.  

 

Thus, the trail of boring, repetitive, simplistic residue of 

mechanised Marxism we are left with, forms an 

uncomfortable disconnect with sustainable reasoning.  

We are hence, left with a rather verbose brand of Marxism 

which, apparently, can only be kept credible in the public 

eye, through massive heaves of rhetoric, diatribe - berating 
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insults, and clear misrepresentations. I call this "attitudinal 

Marxism," i.e. Marxism with attitude. This litters FB pages 

and the blog pages of Nubuor. 

For its part, the Nkrumaist/Tureists (Akili Secka, Sekou 

Nkrumah, Bob Brown, etc) posit a mathematical 

misinterpretation of Nkrumah's Consciencism, which is 

drastic and reductionist. It manipulates theoretical quantum 

physics to fit human intentions. 

Mercifully Pan-Africanism remains marginally untainted by 

the squabbling African revolutionary forces. It is untouched 

by the fragmentation. Both sides pay obeisance to African 

Unity in theory. However, one particularly divisive 

individual, Olusola Fewehinmo, has maintained, in a 

discourse l was involved, that continental Africa must cease 

collaborating with US-based Africans. Detail of this 

discourse can be visited on relevant FB pages. 

So what is the state of play presently? The two politically 

antagonistic groups have evolved a siege mentality, like a 

medieval battlement, around themselves. They interpret 

their world through a state of political stigmatism, that 

assesses everyone in terms of what specific ideology they 

may hold. Convinced of this, they will either assail or 

support one in discourse.  

This enemy-baiting has undermined many a genuine 

contribution to discourse. Reasoning (factual, dispassionate, 

give-an-take discourse) is routinely sacrificed at the alter of 

tendentious politics. 

To conclude, we all need a time out for reflection. We need 

to reexamine our political principles. We need to posit these 

in the right constituency - the poor, ignorant and powerless 

we purport to serve. We have to find a common ground on 

which we can coexist, co-plan, and strategies to effect Real 

African Development through a unity of purpose. 

Regards. 

 

It is 1:27am now. Good night till the African Revolution. 

4 hrs · Edited · Like 
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Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ..haba Kofi Nyaako..haba 

aboki..(Hausa)..despite patronizing Bob brown...I see above 

how much he remembers you, and respect you...here you 

lumped your continental brothers in one trash basket, and 

embrace bob....is Dubois, Kwame Ture, Paul Robeson, 

Malcolm X not from america???... are these not our black 

prince..???... you err here...we have the right to pi k our 

comrades..we are no boot licking Africans bowing to any 

Tom Dick, or Bob from Diaspora.. ...the African americans 

we know are not like the fake ones telling us in Africa how to 

War imperialism... 

12 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ...lol Kofi Nyaako..you grouped Lang 

Nubuor Explo Nani-Kofi, and myself in one guillotine box, 

chopped our heads off to serve Bob Brown???...."e tu 

Brutus"...hahaha..Africans, Africans....never seize to amaze 

me... 

11 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ...the methods american government 

brainwash black americans is amazing....however black 

americans too have a way to brainwash each other for 

wealth, fame, and glory.....instead of from slavery to socialist 

revolutionaries..we got american con artists....they form 

groups, read only black books, preach all knowledge 

germinated from Africa...black skin is superior just to 

counter kkk...claim europe has no scholars, and worst call 

all those that oppose their stupidity.."anti Africa, anti 

black"..... they're the kkk of black struggle....ours is the true 

liberation of all working class...till victory, non is 

free...irrespective of race.. 

11 hrs · Like 
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Remove 

Lang Nubuor Still following. 

8 hrs · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi Bob....your intimidation, and threat on 

my post..not here proves exactly what I know about 

you.....your fantastic rendition of our hero Nkrumah, and 

threat is recorded....the truth is the truth..you have failed in 

your years of this struggle to understand Marxism, and our 

black prince Kwame Ture.. .."Marxism is 

universal....capitalism functions to maximize profit in Africa, 

europe, Americas, Asia, and down under...it creates a class 

society ruled by puppets of multinational 

companies....consequently only the poor, the exploited 

irrespective of race, religion, or nationality can overthrow 

it.....however the strategy must be specific to each region, 

and culture....this does not present an anti thesis to Marxism 

but rather support it....the universality of Marxism starts, and 

stops with the basic principle of the functions of capitalism, 

and its defeat....Nkrumah stressed this portion, and we 

understand him clearly.......your claim to know so much, to 

take over from Kwame Ture is self glorification...I reject your 

ways...it is false. ..I do not care about the Bible..but here's 

one for you.........(....many shall come in my name...)".... 

8 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ..this post speaks for itself....you're 

meddling in the affairs of Africans struggling to each day, 

under the brutality of imperialist puppets, military powers, 

and capitalist manipulations....our struggle in Africa is very 

difficult, but we are confident..victory is ours...thanks, but no 

damn thanks...you, and Akili must follow.."charity begings at 

home"....yours is in diaspora not my village.....we are 

one...but our fight is not same...get that in your skull... 
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8 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ..so Lang Nubuor must bow to post your 

convictions?s????... and you claim to be revolutionary..who 

took over the reign of Kwame Ture???... you crowned 

yourself??? 

..as for you Kofi Nyaako..I'm amazed how he brown treated 

you above...yet you're apologizing, and begging for a 

"hug"???....really???...suddenly you found a Messiah outside 

Ghana???... your compatriots are your first comrades..never 

forsake them for a foreigner who we see here don't give a 

damn about you... 

8 hrs · Edited · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ..know this Bob..even at 66yrs old..."the 

glory of a vanguard is in the eyes of the poor he/she 

defends.....not in self glorification like you always do."... 

7 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Olusola, unless you are now denying you are 

Marxist, l fail to see the point you make about being 

grouped in a box. In public discourse, categorisation is 

essential for clarification. Consequently, I have edited the 

said post to equally box Akili, Bob and Sekou.  

l thank you for pointing out the blatant disrespect Bob has 

meted out to me. But l will not bite the bait to reciprocate. I 

have good reasons for offering a bigger heart to our senior 

comrade, most which l have already shared on FB; most 

which you are aware. It is tactless to prosecute a tit-for-tat 

discourse, when one is attempting to be the conduit for 

peace and revolutionary synthesis between our dangerously 

fragmented revolutionary groups.  
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As l analyse above, a siege mentality trumpeted by the 

motto, "Four legs good, two legs bad," allied to a pinch of 

"ego" and "id", as you very well understand, characterises 

most of our debates. I have self-consciously tried to veer 

from these. I have a different cultural orientation. 

You state rudely l am licking Bob's boots; "suddenly you've 

found a messiah outside Ghana??? Your compatriots are 

your first comrades, never forsake them for a foreigner..." 

 

First, Bob is neither a foreigner to me, nor must he be to any 

true Pan-Africanist. He has direct historical, cultural (if not 

social) antecedents to Africa. He has a long, unsullied 

political track record in standing up to repression in one of 

the most supremacist, murderous eras in American politics. 

At 66 he has yet to hang his boots and "roll around in heaven 

all day". This is the basis of my patient respect to him. An old 

man is expected to be cranky from time to time. I can deal 

with that.  

Why, what kind of reasoning are you posing? I have 

persisted to register arguments against him in discourse, yet 

l am a "bootlicker"? Don't you find your reasoning a tad 

contradictory? Man, l can kick any ass l have to in relevant 

debate. You know me better than that Olu? 

I extend my plea for a revolutionary bear-hug, to both 

protagonistic political camps. Also, note my language is 

often figurative. 

A Happy New Year of watching the vituperations which you 

utter. Stay revolutionary. 

2 hrs · Edited · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ..lol so now we can't comment on Bob's 

post???..fbook or someone blocked it??? I was wondering 

when he will pull the rug off my feet.. 

2 hrs · Like 
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Remove 

Kofi Nyaako I just advised you to watch your vituperations. 

Pupa Jeeses, dem man der ciant learn na rass!! 

28 mins · Like 

1 hr · Like 

 

Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi ..you speak patoi now??.. 

..comrade Kofi Nyaakonot only do you use big english 

words, you now speak in tongue....blocking my comments is 

expected...do you assume, it will change it??? 

1 hr · Like · 1 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Olusola Fawehinmi Stop the nonsense! I did not 

block your comments on my FB page. If I did, I would not 

have received this false information. I PERMIT you and 

others to post your materials without editing and to comment 

to my posts and others. 

52 mins · Like 

 

Remove 

Bob Brown Kofi Nyaako Stop the arrogance. Your problem 

with Olu is yours. Oluism vs Kofiism? It takes two to box. You 

cannot box me without being bxed at the same time. This is 

not a 9 round fight. I mam a long distance runner. This will 

not be a quick fight. You are not the referee, and you cannot 

call the rounds. The people will make their own choices, 

INFORMED. Stay Strong! 

48 mins · Like 
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Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Look Cmr. Bob, l am not oblivious of your 

extreme rudeness, nor insensate of it. You persist in doing 

so, because you know l won't respond in kind.  

But you are mute when Olu attacks you. He even says you 

appear to block him. I am in no boxing match, l thought we 

have been engaged in discourse, the trail which litters this 

wall? 

Your many threats fall off my back, like arrows on the shield 

of an African Spiritual Healer.  

Please stop your bullying. It is getting embarrassingly too 

obvious!! 

Stay revolutionary. Don't polute it irreversibly 

.  

Remove 

Kofi Nyaako Olu don't be crazy. The discussions are taking 

place here. What does me blocking you have to do with it? 

Yaa paro? (Jam. paranoid). 

l speak a few African languages. It is my prerogative to 

deploy any of them as l wish.  

Three reasons: l believe each word l use fully captures my 

meaning. If people do not understand them, they should 

reach out for their dictionaries. Wetin consaa me?  

 

There are zillions of linguistic words l would love to 

understand. Therefore it's all relative. Besides l use native 

languages to communicate at grassroots level, so what's 

your beef? 

l speak a few Ghanaian, Jamaican Patois, Nija Pigeon 

English, etc. It is my prerogative to switch lingo as l wish. 

 

Which one you dey shia? 

14 mins · Edited · Like 
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Remove 

Olusola Fawehinmi Lol...this is Bob, and akili's world...they 

can insult you, if you oppose their views..they call fbook to 

block you...... 

...it is obvious. Bob is full of disdain for Africans and most 

likely black americans that do not bow to him... 

6 mins · Like 
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